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W-visible absorption spectra with resolution of ca. 130,000 have 
been obtained for portions of the S2 + S, (nf + tl) band systems of 
C12CS and ClFCS in the gas phase at 298 and 196°K. Two excited state 
frequencies expected to be prominent on Franck-Condon grounds have been 
identified. Data for the C-S stretching made follows. 

State approximate C-S H2CS frequency (cm-l) Cl&S 
bond order ClFCS 

Y 2 1063 1257 1139 

x 1% 819* 877 or 964 907 

IT 1 433 564 504 

*Data of Judge and King, 1977. 

For thf out-of -plane bending mode in S2, small inversion doublet splittings 
(<lan- ) have been observed and inversion barrier heights of >2000 cm-’ 
have peen calculated for both ClFCS and Cl&S using the method of Coon 
eta1 . 

Both ClFCS and Ct2CS exhibit remarkably high quantum yie’tds of “anomalous” 
S2 + S0 fluorescence in the gas phase at low pressure. Fl uorescence 
quantum yields from single vibronic levels near the origin are unity 
within experimental error for Cl&S and exceed 0.55 for ClFCS. No 
S2 + So fluorescence has been observed for F&S, however. 

Fluorescence spectra of these compounds are broad and relatively struc- 
turel ess , although a progression of ten members in the C-S stretching 
mode can be identified in C12CS. Quite well-resolved fluorescence 
excitation spectra can be obtained, however. Examples of these spectra 
are shown below: 
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Analysis of the excitation. fl uorescence and absorpti on spectra, cam- 
blned with measurements of selected single vibronic level fluorescence 
quantum yields. temperature and pressure effects, have pemitted the 
location of the 5s c S, band system origins of these molecules (which 
lie far to the red of the absorption maxima). Lifetime measurements 
for selected S2 single vibronic states reveal non-exponential decays 
fn the low pressure isolated molecule limit. Present data suggest that 
ClFCS and C12CS in their Sz states are examples of “intermediate case” 
molecules. 

Population of higher vibrational levels of S2 permits access to a com- 
peting fast radiationless process (likely leading to photodissociation), 
the onset of which can be determined by the addition of inert thermal- 
iting gases and from the appearance of diffuseness in the absorption 
spectra. 
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